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WHILE-LISTENING 

 

Listen carefully to an interview about food and cooking traditions in New Zealand, the land of 

the Maori people. 

While listening put a √ or a X next to the following statements. 

Be careful! There’s a red herring: a statement about something that is not mentioned in the 

interview. Put the symbol         next to it. 

You can take some notes while listening. 

You will hear the recording twice. 

 

1. Mahori dug holes in the sand for cooking reasons. 

2. They cooked fish and meat in their earth oven. 

3. Leaves and branches were used as table mats. 

4. “Hangi” cooking was reserved for family gatherings. 

5. Nowadays tourists can easily experience “hangi”.  

6. Maori people used to eat reptiles.  

7. Maori people came from Australia. 

8. Maori arrived in New Zealand on small boats. 

9. At first, Maori’s diet was mainly vegetarian. 

10.  The first colonizers found local inhabitants rather fat.  

11.  Captain Cook wanted to try some Maori vegetables. 
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KEY 

 

1. Mahori dug holes in the sand for cooking reasons. X 

2. They cooked fish and meat in their earth oven. √ 

3. Leaves and branches were used as table mats. X 

4. “Hangi” cooking was reserved for family gatherings. √ 

5. Nowadays tourists can easily experience “hangi”.  √ 

6. Maori people used to eat reptiles.  X 

7. Maori people came from Australia.  

8. Maori arrived in New Zealand on small boats. √ 

9. At first Maori’s diet was mainly vegetarian. √ 

10.  The first colonizers found local inhabitants rather fat.  X 

11.  Captain Cook wanted to try some Maori vegetables. √ 

 


